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Abstract

Although the susceptibility to reasoning biases is often assumed to be a stable trait, the temporal stability of people’s performance on popular heuristics-and-biases tasks has been rarely directly tested. The present study addressed this issue and examined a potential determinant for answer change. Participants solved the same set of “bias” tasks twice in two test sessions, two weeks apart. We used the two-response paradigm to test the stability of both initial (intuitive) and final (deliberate) responses. We hypothesized that participants who showed higher conflict detection in their initial intuitive responses at session 1 (as indexed by a relative confidence decrease compared to control problems), would be less stable in their responses between session 1 and 2. Results showed that performance on the reasoning tasks was highly, but not entirely, stable two weeks later. Notably, conflict detection in session 1 was significantly more pronounced in those cases that participants changed their answer between session 1 and 2 than when they did not change their answer between sessions. We discuss practical and theoretical implications.
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Introduction

Although reasoning has been characterized as the essence of our being, it is often prone to cognitive biases. Decades of research in the reasoning and decision making fields have shown that when faced with simple reasoning tasks, people tend to overlook their underlying logical principles and, as a result, provide incorrect answers (Kahneman, 2011). Consider the following problem:

Imagine you are running a race. If you pass the person in second place what place are you in?

The answer that often pops into mind is “first place”. However, if one takes the time to further reflect on the problem, it is clear that the correct answer is in fact “second place”. Despite the simplicity of the solution, mistakes in reasoning tasks like the above are very frequent. This is because people often base their answer on mental shortcuts (e.g., “after second comes first” in the above example), instead of providing an answer that agrees with logical norms (e.g., “if you pass the second runner, there is still a person ahead of you”). A prevalent explanation as to why these errors of judgement happen, has been proposed by dual-process theories. These theories view reasoning as an interaction
between two systems, System 1 and System 2, which approximately correspond to intuitive and deliberate thinking (e.g., Epstein, 1994; Evans, 2008; Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahneman, 2011; Sloman, 1996). The main difference between these systems is that while System 1 is autonomous and does not make use of cognitive resources, System 2 requires cognitive resources to operate. System 1 can be helpful in many cases (e.g., when a decision has to be taken quickly), but it also often cues “heuristic” answers, responses that are based on rules of thumb, stored associations, and stereotypes. Classic dual process theories support that when a problem cues a “heuristic” answer that conflicts with logical considerations, reasoners need to engage in effortful thinking and further contemplate the problem in order to override their “intuitive”, erroneous answer and provide a normative response (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahneman, 2011). However, in most cases, in order to minimize effortful thinking reasoners stick to their “heuristic” answer and respond incorrectly (Evans & Over, 1996; Kahneman, 2011).

Heuristic biases have been widely researched in the literature and have been predicted using a range of cognitive tasks (Białek et al., 2020; Śrol & De Neys, 2021; Stupple et al., 2013; Toplak et al., 2014). Nevertheless, it is not completely clear whether the performance of reasoners on bias tasks is stable over time. Although bias susceptibility is generally assumed to be a stable individual trait, in the sense that biased reasoners are thought to remain biased from one moment in time to another, reasoners’ response consistency has been rarely directly tested (e.g., Białek & Pennycook, 2018; Meyer et al., 2018; Stango & Zinman, 2020). In the present paper, we will investigate this consistency and discuss a potential determinant for answer change.

The determinant we will focus on is reasoners’ detection of conflict between competing responses (e.g., De Neys & Glumicic, 2008; De Neys, 2012; Śrol & De Neys, 2021). Over the last decade, numerous studies have indicated that when people solve classic “bias” tasks in which they are faced with a cued heuristic response that conflicts with logical principles, they often show some sensitivity to this conflict (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2017; De Neys, 2014; De Neys et al., 2013; Gangemi et al., 2015; Mata, 2020; Pennycook et al., 2015; Stupple et al., 2013; but see also Ferreira et al., 2016; Mata et al., 2017; Pennycook et al., 2012). For example, reasoners typically show lower confidence when answering a classic “bias” task than when solving a control version in which the cued heuristic does not conflict with logical principles (e.g., a no-conflict version of the introductory race problem might read “Imagine you are running a race. If you pass the person in first place, what place are you in?”). This suggest that people detect, to some extent, that there are conflicting responses at play.

In this study, we wanted to explore if conflict detection is related to how often people change their answers on classic bias tasks from one point in time to another. The general idea was that the more conflicted reasoners feel about an answer, the more likely they might be to change this answer at a future time. Evidence for this comes from the two-response paradigm, where participants are asked to provide two consecutive responses to a problem (Thompson et al., 2011). During the first (initial) response stage participants see the problem and are asked to give the very first answer that comes to mind. Then, during the second (final) response stage, they are presented with the problem again and are asked to reflect on it before providing their final answer. Because of the instruction differences, the initial response is thought to be provided predominantly through System 1 processing with minimal System 2 involvement, while the final response is thought to be given predominantly through deliberate, System 2 processing (Thompson et al., 2011). In an attempt to minimize System 2 involvement, which we referred to the “logical”, “normative”, or “correct” response we are referring to the response that has traditionally been considered to be correct according to standard logic and probability theory.
engagement during the initial stage, recent studies ask participants to provide their first response under a strict deadline and a cognitive load (e.g., a parallel task taxing their cognitive resources). Since System 2 requires cognitive resources to operate, these constraints force participants to provide their answers intuitively during the initial stage (Bago & De Neys, 2017). Hence, the two-response paradigm allows us to directly compare intuitive and deliberate responses on the same problem.

Studies using this paradigm have shown that the higher the conflict detection at the initial response stage, the more likely participants’ answers are to change in the final stage (Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2020; Thompson & Johnson, 2014). In other words, if reasoners feel more conflicted (i.e., less certain) about their initial response, they are more likely to change it after they are given the time to deliberate. This (un)certainly about the initial response is also being referred to is as the “Feeling of Rightness” (FOR, Thompson et al., 2011). That is, the lower the feeling of rightness (i.e., the confidence) that reasoners show at the initial answer, the more likely it is for them to reconsider their answer in the final stage (Thompson et al., 2011).

Recent dual process models have presented a new conceptualization to account for the conflict detection and two-response findings (Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019a; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019; Handley et al., 2011; Pennycook et al., 2015, Newman et al., 2017; see De Neys, 2017, for review). In essence, these models postulate that the “logical” response that has traditionally been considered to be cued by System 2, can also be cued by System 1. The main idea is that System 1 can not only give rise to “heuristic” intuitions, which cue responses that contradict logic, but also to “logical” intuitions, which cue responses that are in line with logical principles. The latter are believed to be based on an intuitive/automated understanding of probabilistic and mathematical rules. The most dominant “type” of intuition (i.e., heuristic or logical) will be the one to eventually prevail. Let’s imagine that the two competing intuitions—“heuristic” and “logical”—have a large difference in their activation levels, with one’s strength dominating over the other’s. In that case, there will be little conflict experienced when generating an initial response and it will be unlikely that the reasoner engages in deliberation and changes their response. Instead, if the two types of intuitions have very similar activation levels, conflict will be maximal and it will be more likely that the reasoner will engage in deliberation to correct their initial response (Bago & De Neys, 2019a; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019; Pennycook et al., 2015; Trippas & Handley, 2017).

Our rationale in the present study was that the same mechanism that drives answer change from the initial to the final response in a single trial, might also drive answer change across a longer time window, for example at different test occasions. Our aim was to explore whether the conflict detection at the initial, intuitive response of a given test session, is related to the response change at a later re-test session (both at the intuitive and at the deliberate level). The reasoning behind this is similar to the one described above: the more dominant one intuition is compared to its competitor (e.g., say, one is strength “9 out of 10” and the other is strength “2 out of 10”), the less conflict is created, and the more likely it should be that it will keep dominating over the weaker intuition at a future test occasion. The more similar the two intuitions are in strength (e.g., one is strength “5 out of 10” and the other is strength “6 out of 10”), the higher the conflict that is created, and the more likely it is that potential random noise (e.g., 1 unit variability due to participants’ concentration, level of tiredness etc.) will reverse the strength ordering and make the other intuition dominate, thus, leading to answer change.2

---

2 Since the dominance of two intuitions of similar strength can be reversed by random noise, we should note that this reversal can go both ways. More specifically, a participant’s heuristic response at the first
Above we sketched the theoretical background that inspired our rationale. However, we can clarify the core idea with a simple non-theoretical analogy. Imagine one has a choice between two desserts; ice-cream or cupcakes. Person A really likes cupcakes, but dislikes ice-cream, while Person B likes both equally well. When you ask Person A about their decision, they will have little doubt about it given their dominant preference and, if you ask them again next week, it is very likely that they will make the same decision. Person B, however, will presumably face a hard decision since they like both desserts but they have to choose one. Whatever the final choice of Person B is, they will presumably be less confident that they made the right decision and it is more likely that they will choose differently if they are asked at another time in the future. It is in this sense that we expect response conflict (or inversely response confidence) to be predictive of response stability. The stronger the preference, the less conflict or doubt there will be about the decision, so the more likely it is that one's choices will remain stable over time.

To test whether conflict detection can be predictive of response stability, we asked participants to solve a set of heuristics-and-biases tasks (test session 1), and re-contacted them again two weeks later to solve the same tasks again (test session 2). We used the two-response paradigm for both test sessions. We hypothesized that participants who showed higher conflict detection in their initial, intuitive response at session 1, would be less stable in their responses between session 1 and session 2 (both at the intuitive and the deliberate level). For the calculation of conflict detection we focused on initial trials, as they offer a purer measure of conflict that is independent of deliberation (Bago & De Neys, 2019a).

**Method**

**Preregistration**

The study design and research question were preregistered on the Open Science Framework (https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/8FN3U). No specific analyses were preregistered.

**Participants**

We recruited our participants online on Prolific Academic (www.prolific.ac). Only native English speakers from Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the United States of America, or the United Kingdom were allowed to take part in the study. There were two test sessions that were two weeks apart. Participants were re-contacted two weeks after the first test session. The second session was not announced during session 1. Hence, participants were not aware that they were going to be re-tested before they were re-contacted. Participants were paid respectively £1.7 and £2 for their participation in session 1 and 2.

We initially recruited 200 participants of which 132 completed both test sessions. Of these 132, 60 had to be discarded because of a randomization coding error. We therefore recruited an additional 100 participants of which 79 completed both test sessions. This resulted in a total sample of 151 participants who completed both test sessions as intended. The mean age of these participants was 36.5 years (SD = 13.4) and 60.2% of them were female. Thirty-eight percent had a high school degree as their test session can be turned into a logical response at the re-test session and vice versa (i.e., a logical response at the test session can become a heuristic response at the re-test session).
highest education level and 47% had a bachelor’s degree. All reported data concern the results of these 151 participants who completed both test sessions.

Materials

**Counterbalancing.** Participants were presented with four different reasoning tasks (i.e., bat-and-ball, base-rates, syllogisms and conjunction fallacy tasks). Each task was composed of eight conflict and eight no-conflict problems. For every reasoning task two sets of items were created in which the conflict status of each item was counterbalanced. More specifically, all the conflict items of the first set appeared in their no-conflict version in the second set, and all the no-conflict items in the first set appeared in their conflict version in the second set. Half of the participants were presented with the first set of problems while the other half was presented with the second set. This way, the same content was never presented more than once to a participant and everyone was exposed to the same items, which minimized the possibility that mere item differences influence the results. The presentation order of the tasks and the items within each task was randomized.

**Bat-and-ball problems (BB).** Each participant was presented with eight bat-and-ball problems in multiple-choice format (four conflict and four no-conflict) taken from Raoelison and De Neys (2019). Although the amounts and the names of the objects varied between items, all items shared the same structure with the classic bat-and-ball problem. Participants were always provided with two answer options; a logical answer (“5 cents” in the original bat-and-ball), which was also considered as correct, and a heuristic answer (“10 cents” in the original bat-and-ball), which was considered as incorrect. An example of the problems is presented below:

> A national park has 650 roses and lotus flowers in total. There are 600 more roses than lotus flowers. How many lotus flowers are there?
> o 25
> o 50

The no-conflict versions were constructed by removing the “more than” statement from the conflict versions. For instance, in its no-conflict version the above example would become “A national park has 650 roses and lotus flowers in total. There are 600 roses. How many lotus flowers are there?”. Each problem was presented in two stages. First, the first sentence was presented for 2000 ms. Afterward, the second sentence along with the question and the answer options was added until a response was given or until the deadline. As in Bago and De Neys (2019), the deadline for the initial response was 4000 ms.

**Base-rate problems (BR).** The base-rates problem presentation format was based on Pennycook et al’s (2014) rapid-response paradigm. The sentences of each problem were presented serially and the amount of text that was presented on the screen was minimized. Participants were presented with eight base-rate problems (four conflict and four no-conflict) taken from Pennycook et al. (2014). Each problem consisted of a sentence describing the composition of a sample (e.g., “This study contains businessmen and firemen.”), a sentence with a stereotypical description of a random person from the sample (e.g., “Person ‘K’ is brave.”) and a sentence with the base-rate information (e.g., “There are 996 businessmen and 4 firemen.”). Participants were then asked to choose the group that the random person most likely
belonged to. The answer option that was considered correct was always the one that corresponded to the vast majority of the people in the sample. An example of the problems is presented below:

This study contains businessmen and firemen.
Person 'K' is brave.
There are 996 businessmen and 4 firemen.
Is Person 'K' more likely to be:
  o A businessman
  o A fireman

The no-conflict versions were constructed by reversing the base-rates of the conflict versions. For example in its no-conflict version, the second sentence of the above problem would read “There are 4 businessmen and 996 firemen”. Each problem was presented in three stages. First, the first sentence was presented for 2000 ms. Then, the second sentence was added for another 2000 ms, and finally the critical base-rate information along with the question and the answer options were added until a response or until the deadline. As in Bago and De Neys (2017), the deadline for the initial response was 3000 ms.

Syllogistic reasoning problems (SYL). Each participant was presented with eight syllogistic reasoning problems, four conflict and four no-conflict, taken from Bago and De Neys (2017). Each problem consisted of a major premise (e.g., “All fruits can be eaten.”), a minor premise (e.g., “Strawberries are fruits.”) and a conclusion (e.g., “Strawberries can be eaten.”). Participants were told to always consider the premises as true and were asked to say if the conclusion followed logically from the premises or not. A conclusion was considered logical only when it was valid. An example of the problems is presented below:

All fruits can be eaten.
Strawberries can be eaten.
Strawberries are fruits.

Does the conclusion follow logically?
  o Yes
  o No

In the conflict problems, the believability and the validity of the problems were in conflict, meaning that a syllogism was either valid and unbelievable or invalid and believable. For instance, in the above conflict problem the syllogism is believable, but invalid. On the contrary, in the no-conflict problems, the syllogisms were either valid and believable or invalid and unbelievable. For example, the valid and believable no-conflict version of the above problem would read: “All fruits can be eaten. Strawberries are fruits. Strawberries can be eaten”. Each problem was presented in three stages. First, the first sentence of the problem was presented for 2000 ms. Then, the second sentence was added for 2000 ms, and finally the conclusion along with the question and the answer options were added until a response was given or until the deadline. As in Bago and De Neys (2017), the deadline for the initial response was 3000 ms.

Conjunction fallacy problems (CONJ). Each participant was presented with eight conjunction fallacy problems, four conflict and four no-conflict, that were taken from Frey et al. (2018), apart from one item (i.e., the Linda problem) which was adapted from the material of Tversky and Kahneman (1983). Each problem consisted of a stereotypical description of an individual followed by two statements about this individual, and participants were asked to choose the statement that was more
likely to be true. The first answer option consisted of a single statement related to the individual (e.g., “Jon plays in a rock band”), while the second response option was a conjunction of the first statement with a second statement (e.g., “Jon plays in a rock band and is an accountant”). One of the two statements had a strong fit with the stereotypical description, while the second one had a lower fit. Since the possibility of a single event occurring is always higher than the possibility of the conjunction, the single statement was always considered as the correct choice. An example of the problems is presented below:

John is 32.
He is intelligent and punctual but unimaginative and somewhat lifeless.
In school he was strong in mathematics but weak in languages and art.
Which statement is most likely:
- o John plays in a rock band
- o John plays in a rock band and is an accountant

The no-conflict versions were created by replacing the singular option with the statement that showed a strong stereotypical fit to the description. For instance, in the no-conflict version of the above example the two answer options would be: Option 1: “John is an accountant”, Option 2: “John is an accountant and plays in a rock band”. Each problem was presented in two stages. First, the first part of the problem (description) was presented for 4000 ms. Then the critical question and answer options were added and remained on screen until a response was given or until the deadline. The deadline for the initial response was 5000 ms (see Boissin et al., 2021).

Two-response format. We used the two-response paradigm (Thompson et al., 2011) for the presentation of all items. In this paradigm participants are asked to provide two consecutive responses on every trial (see Procedure). The paradigm’s format was based on recent studies in which, during the initial response, participants are asked to perform a load memorization task as well as to respond under a strict deadline, which is pre-tested to be demanding for the respective task (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019a; Boissin et al., 2021; Raoelison et al., 2020). During the final response there is no load or deadline. As already mentioned, System 2 requires cognitive resources to operate, so by restricting the processing time and adding a memorization load during the first stage, System 2 involvement is minimized. As a result, one can be maximally sure that the initial response is provided intuitively (i.e., without deliberation), while in the final response stage reasoners are allowed to deliberate. The load memorization task that we used was a complex visual pattern (i.e., 4 crosses in a 3 × 3 grid) and it was briefly presented before each problem (Miyake et al., 2001). After providing an initial response, participants were presented with four different load patterns (i.e., with different cross placings) and had to identify the one that they had been asked to memorize.

Procedure

The experiment was run online using the Qualtrics platform. Participants were told that the study would take 20 minutes to complete and that it demanded their full attention. They were first presented with a general description of the task, where they were informed that they would have to provide two consecutive responses to various reasoning problems. More specifically, they were told to first answer with the very first answer that came to their mind and then reflect on the problem before providing their final response (see Bago & De Neys, 2017 for literal instructions). In order to familiarize themselves with the two response procedure, they first solved two simple mathematical problems (addition and subtraction) with the two response format. Then, they practiced the load task alone, by
solving two memorization trials. Finally, they practiced the two math problems in their full two-response format (problem + deadline and load task on initial response). After the practice, participants started the main task which consisted of four blocks and 32 reasoning problems (eight problems per block). Each block consisted of a single task (i.e., either bat-and-ball, base-rates, syllogisms or conjunction fallacies). At the start of each block participants received specific instructions for the respective task, they were shown an example problem and solved a practice problem. Each trial started with a fixation cross shown for 2000 ms. Then the first part of the problem was presented (for more details see Materials subsections for each reasoning task), followed by the matrix for the cognitive load task which remained on screen for 2000 ms. Then the whole problem was presented, along with the question and the answer options. Participants could provide their initial response by clicking on one of the answer options. One second before the deadline, the screen turned yellow to remind participants that the deadline was approaching. If they did not respond within the deadline, they were presented with a message asking them to try and respond within the deadline on the next trials. If they responded within the deadline, they were asked to rate their confidence in the correctness of their initial response on a scale from 0 (absolutely not confident) to 100 (absolutely confident). Immediately after, participants were shown four matrices and were asked to recall the test matrix. They were then given feedback on the correctness of their recall. Finally, participants viewed the full problem again and were asked to provide their final answer. Next, they were asked their confidence in the correctness of their final response.

Participants were re-contacted after two weeks to complete session 2 of the study, which was fully identical to session 1.

**Trial exclusion**

The trials in which participants failed the load and/or the deadline were excluded from subsequent analyses, since in these trials we could not ensure that deliberation was minimized during the initial stage. Participants failed to answer before the deadline on 4.6% of conflict initial trials (224 out of 4832) and 3.6% of no-conflict initial trials (175 out of 4832) of both test sessions combined. In addition, participants failed the load task on 14.9% of conflict initial trials (719 out of 4832) and 11.8% of no-conflict initial trials (572 out of 4832) of both test sessions. Overall, by rejecting the missed deadline and missed load trials, we kept 80.5% of conflict initial trials (3889 out of 4832) and 84.5% of no-conflict initial trials (4085 out of 4832) in session 1 and session 2 combined.

**Conflict detection index**

As mentioned before, conflict detection is typically calculated by subtracting the baseline confidence (i.e., the confidence at the correct no-conflict trials), from the confidence at the conflict trials (De Neys et al., 2013; Frey et al., 2018; Mevel et al., 2015; Pennycook et al., 2015). The higher the difference between the two, the more conflict is thought to be experienced by the participant. However, when reasoners deliberate on a problem, the initial doubt that they might have felt in relation to it can be dissolved (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2020; De Neys et al., 2013). In this case, their reported confidence will not be a pure measure of the conflict that they initially experienced. To tackle this issue, previous one-response studies discarded correct conflict trials when calculating conflict detection, as in these trials the heuristic response had been overcome (i.e., the conflict associated with it had been resolved, e.g., De Neys & Glumicic, 2008; Pennycook et al., 2015; Šrol & De Neys, 2021). For the same reason, studies that use the two-response paradigm focus on the confidence of the initial responses for the
calculation of conflict detection. At this stage deliberation is experimentally minimized. Consequently, conflict detection at this stage gives a purer measure of intuitively experienced conflict, which should more directly reflect the strength of the posited intuitions (Bago & De Neys, 2017).

In addition, by using the confidence at the initial, intuitive trials, one can analyse both incorrect and correct conflict trials, since even correct trials will not be contaminated by deliberation. Note that participants still had to memorize the cognitive load pattern while providing their initial response confidence, which further ensured that their confidence was not affected by post-decision reflection.

Following the above studies and our preregistration, in the present paper we therefore focused on initial conflict detection. Response confidence was recorded both for the initial and the final responses, but we were a priori interested in the initial stage. Likewise, we only used confidence and not reaction times for the calculation of conflict detection, as the latter has been shown to be a less reliable indicator of detection ability (Frey et al., 2018; Šrol & De Neys, 2020), especially in a two-response setting (Bago & De Neys, 2017).

Finally, note that the rare trials in which no-conflict problems were solved incorrectly were discarded for the conflict detection analysis, since it is hard to interpret these unequivocally (see De Neys & Glumicic, 2008; Pennycook et al., 2015).

**Composite Measure**

For simplicity and to maximize power, our analyses focused on the composite level across the four individual reasoning tasks. To calculate this composite performance, for each participant, we calculated the proportion of correct initial and final responses for the conflict and no-conflict problems in each of the reasoning tasks and in each session. Then we averaged across all reasoning tasks (separately for each session, each response stage and conflict and no-conflict trials). For completeness, the individual task data is also included in our figures. Overall, the composite trends were reflected in the individual tasks.

**Results**

**Statistical Analysis**

The data were processed and analysed using the R software (R Core Team, 2020) and the following packages (in alphabetical order): dplyr (Wickham et al., 2021), ez (Lawrence, 2016), ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016), ggpubr (Kassambara, 2020), Rmisc (Hope, 2013), rstatix (Kassambara, 2021), and tidyr (Wickham, 2021).

**Accuracy**

To see if there was an effect of the response stage (initial; final) and the session (session 1; session 2) on the accuracy of conflict problems, a two-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted. As Figure 1 shows, the accuracy at the conflict problems was significantly higher in the final than the initial response stage, \( F(1, 150) = 11.07, p < .01, \eta^2_g = 0.003 \), which suggests that accuracy improved after deliberation. In addition, the accuracy at the conflict problems was significantly higher in session 2 compared to session 1, \( F(1, 150) = 22.65, p < .001, \eta^2_g = 0.01 \), indicating that participants slightly improved when given a second chance to solve the problems. This improvement was independent of the response stage, as indicated by the lack of interaction between response stage and session, \( F(1, 150) = 2.42, p = .12; \eta^2_g < 0.001 \).
As Figure 1 shows, these composite level trends were also observed for each individual task separately, with the exception of the conjunction fallacy problems in which final responses tended to be slightly less accurate than initial responses (see Dujmović et al., 2021, for a similar observation).

As expected, the average accuracy at the no-conflict problems remained at ceiling both for initial (M = 90.3, SD = 6.6 in session 1; M = 89.9, SD = 6.7 in session 2) and final responses (M = 92.9, SD = 7.0 in session 1; M = 92.3, SD = 7.6 in session 2), showing that participants paid attention throughout the study and refrained from guessing.

To summarize, although deliberation led to a slight improvement in performance, participants remained typically biased when solving classic conflict tasks. Overall, these results are in line with previous two-response studies (e.g., Bago & De Neys 2017, 2019a; Thompson et al., 2011).

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Proportion (%) of correct responses on the conflict problems, separately for each response stage, each session, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.

**Direction of change**

We also conducted a direction of change analysis on the conflict problems to explore whether and how participants changed their responses after deliberation (Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019a). More specifically, we looked into how their accuracy changed (or did not change) from the initial to the final stage in every trial. At each response stage participants could either have an accuracy of “1” (i.e., correct response) or an accuracy of “0” (i.e., incorrect response). Since participants always provided two responses in a trial, we end up with four possible response patterns: “00” (incorrect initial and incorrect final response), “01” (incorrect initial and correct final response), “10” (correct initial and incorrect final response) and “11” (correct initial and correct final response). The results were consistent with previous findings (Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019a). As Figure 2 shows, at the composite level, the majority of the conflict trials had a “00” pattern both in session 1 (54.8%) and in session 2 (52.2%), which confirms that reasoners are easily lured by the heuristic response when solving classic heuristics-and-biases tasks. We also note that, in the conflict trials, the proportion of “11” responses (28.0% in session 1; 35.1% in
session 2) was higher than that of the “01” responses (10.6% in session 1; 7.2% in session 2). As in previous two-response studies (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019a; Newman et al., 2017), this indicates that correct responses are, for the most part, already generated intuitively and not after deliberation. Finally, the least prevalent response pattern was “10” (session 1: 6.6%; session 2: 5.4%). As Figure 2 shows, these patterns were also observed on each of the individual tasks.

Figure 2. Proportion of each direction of change (i.e., “00” trials, “01” trials, “10” trials and “11” trials) for the conflict trials according to each session, each reasoning task, and the composite measure across the four reasoning tasks. “00” = incorrect initial and final response; “01” = incorrect initial and correct final response; “10” = correct initial and incorrect final response; “11” = correct final and correct initial response.

Accuracy Correlations

Before moving on to the core stability analyses we also examined whether the average accuracy of each individual at session 1 was correlated with the accuracy of that individual at session 2. A Pearson’s product-moment correlation test revealed a high, positive accuracy correlation both for initial conflict trials, $r = 0.77$, $t(149) = 14.65$, $p < .001$, and for final conflict trials, $r = 0.84$, $t(149) = 18.73$, $p < .001$. The same pattern was observed for the individual tasks (see Supplementary Material Section A). Hence,
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this indicates that those individuals who scored best the first time around, remained scoring well at the-retest. in this sense, the heuristics-and-biases tasks had a high test-re-test reliability.

Stability Index

next, we investigated the stability of responses from session 1 to session 2. stability is an inherently different measure of participants’ responding than accuracy. to illustrate, consider an example of an exam with yes/no responses consisting of 20 items. the expected accuracy of an unprepared student is 50%. now imagine that this student, still unprepared, had retaken the exam in the second term and always selected the opposite response compared to the first term. their accuracy would still be 50%, but their stability would be 0%

we separately calculated the stability of initial and final responses. note that with respect to final responses, there are four possible patterns of (in)stability from session 1 to session 2: “s00” (incorrect final response at both sessions), “s01” (incorrect final response at session 1 and correct final response at session 2), “s10” (correct final response at session 1 and incorrect final response at session 2), and “s11” (correct final response at both sessions). if the final response pattern of an individual item was “s00” or “s11”, this item was categorized as “stable”, whereas if the pattern was “s01” or “s10”, the item was characterized as “unstable”. the same stability classification was made for initial responses. these patterns should not be confused with the aforementioned direction of change patterns, hence the added “s”, which stands for “stability”. while the direction of change deals with the accuracy change from the initial to the final response of a trial, the direction of (in)stability deals with the accuracy change of a response (initial or final) from session 1 to session 2.

after all individual items were categorized as either stable or unstable, the average stability was calculated for each participant. as figure 3a shows, we observed a very high stability both at the composite level and for each individual task, for the initial and final responses (initial response composite: M = 78.7%, SD = 17.2%; final response composite: M = 83.1%, SD = 14.6%). for completeness, note that we also observed the same pattern at the no-conflict trials (initial response composite: M = 90.2%, SD = 11.5%; final response composite: M = 93.3%, SD = 10.5%). this indicates that overall people’s performance is highly stable after two weeks and reasoners rarely change their answers.

Direction of Change Stability. After establishing the stability of initial and final responses, we took a step further and examined the stability of the direction of change patterns from session 1 to session 2. More precisely, if a participant’s trial had the same direction of change both in session 1 and session 2, this trial was coded as having a stable direction of change, and vice versa. We found that the stability of the direction of change category was high, both for conflict (M = 70.7%, SD = 19.7%) and no-conflict (M = 86.5%, SD = 15.1%) problems, which confirms that participants’ response patterns were very consistent in time. More specifically, this finding indicates that, for the vast majority of the trials, the way people changed (or did not change) their initial responses after deliberation in session 1, was typically the way they changed them when re-tested two weeks later. as figure 3b shows, the same trends were observed for the individual tasks.

however, at the same time it is clear that neither the responses nor the direction of change categories remained 100% stable from session 1 to 2, and we can still notice some response variability, especially so on the conflict problems. our main aim was to see if conflict detection could explain this variability.
Figure 3. Panel A shows the proportion of responses that remained stable from session 1 to session 2, separately for conflict and no-conflict problems, for each response stage, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. Panel B shows the proportion of trials that had a stable direction of change category (i.e., “00” trials, “01” trials, “10” trials and “11” trials) from session 1 to session 2, separately for each response stage, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.

Conflict Detection

As a reminder, the conflict detection was calculated from the confidence ratings at the initial responses in the following manner: Confidence\text{conflict} – Confidence\text{no-conflict,correct}. For comparison with previous studies, we first wanted to check whether we observed an overall lower confidence on conflict versus no-conflict trials, pointing to a group-level conflict detection effect. This was indeed the case across tasks, responses and sessions (see Supplementary Material Section B). In addition, we also wanted to verify whether conflict detection was more pronounced on trials in which reasoners changed their response after deliberation (“01” and “10” trials), compared to trials in which reasoners did not change their response after deliberation (“00” and “11” trials, e.g., see Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2020;
As Figure 4 shows, this pattern was consistently observed across tasks, responses and sessions. As in previous work, these results show that the higher the conflict experienced during an initial response, the more likely for this response to change in the final stage. Hence, both with respect to response accuracy and conflict detection, our findings are in line with previous two-response studies.

Figure 4. The mean confidence difference rate (%) according to the direction of change category (i.e., “01” trials and “10” trials represent the “change” categories, while “00” and “11” trials represent the “no change” categories), separately for each session, each reasoning task, and the composite measure across the four reasoning tasks. Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.

As one reviewer suggested, for comparison with previous one-response studies (e.g., De Neys & Glumicic, 2008; Pennycook et al., 2015; Šrol & De Neys, 2021), we re-ran this analysis by discarding 3 Note that we used only the dominant no-conflict “11” category for this contrast, as responses in the other no-conflict direction of change categories cannot be interpreted unequivocally.
the correct conflict trials when calculating conflict detection (see Supplementary Material Figure S2 for the conflict detection means and Figure S3 for the conflict detection means for each direction of change category). Overall, the patterns and conclusions were consistent.

**Predictive Conflict Detection**

We now turn to the test of our main research question, in which we examine whether (initial) conflict detection at session 1 can predict response stability two weeks later, both at the intuitive and the deliberate level. In order to calculate conflict detection for every item of each participant, we first categorized the items of each participant as either “stable” or “unstable”. More specifically, if a participant’s accuracy at a given Item 1 was the same in session 1 and session 2, Item 1 would be classified as “stable” and vice versa. Once we classified all items as either “stable” or “unstable”, we calculated, for each participant, the average conflict detection at all their stable items combined, and at all their unstable items combined. This way, each participant had two conflict detection indices: one for their stable and one for their unstable items. Inevitably, there were some participants whose items were all stable or all unstable throughout the study. Since these participants only had one conflict detection index (either for their stable or for their unstable items), they were examined separately. In the analyses below we were mainly interested in the composite measure and not the differences between the reasoning tasks. For completeness, we also report the data for each individual task. However, these individual task level analyses often have low sample sizes so they should be interpreted with some caution.

Note that as suggested by one reviewer, we also ran this analysis using the absolute confidence values at the initial conflict problem responses, also known as the feeling of rightness (Thompson et al., 2011), instead of the conflict detection indices (see Supplementary Material Figure S5 for the mean confidence values). As Supplementary Material Figure S6 shows, this type of analysis yielded the same pattern of results (see Supplementary Material Table S3 for the significance tests). In addition, we ran the same analysis after discarding the correct conflict trials when calculating conflict detection. As Figure S4 in the Supplementary Material shows, this analysis revealed the same results (see Supplementary Material Table S2 for the significance tests).

**Initial Detection and Final Stability.** By calculating the grand mean of conflict detection, we found that the initial detection was overall higher for the items that had unstable final responses (M = –9.9, SD = 11.6), compared to the initial detection of the items that had stable final responses (M = –7.3, SD = 9.6). This trend agrees with our hypothesis and, as Figure 5A shows, it is observed in all individual reasoning tasks. To test the statistical significance of these results we compared participants’ composite conflict detection index at their stable and at their unstable items. Evidently, we only included the subjects that had both stable and unstable items (N = 114). Any participants with solely stable items were discarded from this analysis (there were no participants with only unstable items). A paired-samples t-test revealed a significant difference in the conflict detection indices between stable (M = –5.6, SD = 11.3) and unstable (M = –12.0, SD = 22.1) items; t(113) = 3.05, p < .01. As expected, the unstable items had a higher conflict detection compared to the stable ones. It is worth noting that participants with only stable items (N = 37), had a very low average conflict detection (M = –3.8, SD = 6.9).

**Initial Detection and Initial Stability.** Next, we performed the same analysis as above, but now we focused on how initial conflict detection impacted the initial, intuitive responses at session 2. Consistent
with the above results, we found that the grand mean of the composite conflict detection index was overall higher for the items with unstable initial responses (M = −19.1, SD = 20.7), compared to the conflict detection of the items with stable initial responses (M = −6.0, SD = 8.8). As Figure 5B shows, this trend was observed on all individual reasoning tasks. To test the statistical significance of these results we compared participants’ composite conflict detection index at their stable and at their unstable items. Evidently, we only included the subjects that had both stable and unstable items (N = 122). Any participants with solely stable items were discarded from this analysis (there were no participants with only unstable items). A paired samples t-test revealed a significant difference in the conflict detection scores between stable (M = −3.5, SD = 7.8) and unstable (M = −18.5, SD = 26.1) items, t(121) = 6.19, p < .001. It is worth noting that participants that had only stable items (N = 29), had a low average conflict detection (M = −3.2, SD = 7.2).

Our main a priori conflict detection measure concerned the detection at the initial, intuitive response level. For exploratory purposes, we repeated the analysis, this time using the conflict detection at the final responses as a predictor of (initial and final) response stability. Supplementary Material Figure S7 shows the results. Although the trends tended to be slightly weaker, overall the same pattern was observed, in that unstable trials showed a more pronounced conflict detection than stable trials.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** The grand means of the initial conflict detection index (i.e., \( \text{Confidence}_{\text{conflict}} - \text{Confidence}_{\text{no-conflict, correct}} \)) according to stability (stable; unstable). Panel A shows the average initial conflict detection according to the stability of the final responses and Panel B shows the average initial conflict detection according to the stability of the initial responses, separately for each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CF = Conjunction Fallacies; SY = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.

**Discussion**

In the present paper we focused on the temporal stability of reasoning performance and examined a potential determinant for answer change. Participants solved the same tasks twice in two
test sessions, two weeks apart. We used the two-response paradigm to test the stability of both initial (intuitive) and final (deliberate) responses. We hypothesized that participants who showed higher conflict detection in their initial, intuitive responses at session 1, would be less stable in their responses between session 1 and session 2. Conflict detection was operationalized as the confidence difference for initial responses on classic conflict problems versus control no-conflict problems.

Results point to two main conclusions. First, people’s responses to classic “bias” tasks are highly stable. In general, participants rarely changed their intuitive and deliberate answers two weeks after they were first tested. This result is in line with the findings by Białek and Pennycook (2018) and Stango and Zinman (2020) who—in one of the rare direct tests of the stability of heuristics-and-biases tasks—also observed that individual biases remained highly stable over time. From a psychometric perspective, the high stability of the performance on heuristics-and-biases tasks is obviously excellent news. This is particularly important as the performance on these tasks is frequently used in the literature as a predictor of a wide range of variables (e.g., Baron et al., 2015; Białek & Sawicki, 2018; Shenhav et al., 2012; Toplak et al., 2017; West et al., 2008). If people’s task performance would not be stable, this would undermine its use as a predictor. In this sense, the findings validate the popular use of these tasks by showing that they exhibit an adequate test-retest reliability.

Second, despite the high stability, there was still some variability in initial and final responses after the first test. By directly comparing the conflict detection for items that had a stable accuracy to those that had an unstable accuracy, we found that the initial conflict detection was significantly higher in the unstable items. In other words, the higher the initial conflict detection participants experienced on an item, the more likely they were to change their responses to this item two weeks later. This finding indicates that the variability of responses over time is not entirely random, but can be predicted (Stango & Zinman, 2020).

At the methodological level, we believe that the current findings further underline the potential of the two-response paradigm (Thompson et al., 2011), which has become increasingly popular in the past years (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019a, 2021; Burić & Konradova, 2021; Burić & Srøl, 2020; Dujmovic et al., 2021; Vega et al., 2021). As we have mentioned, previous work showed that conflict detection can predict answer change on an intra-trial level. Conflict detection during the initial stage is much more pronounced in the cases that participants change their initial answers during the final response stage (Bago & De Neys 2017, 2019a; Thompson & Johnson, 2014). With the present study, we show that conflict detection at the initial stage does not only predict answer change in the short, intra-trial term, but also in the longer term, between separate test sessions. The generalization of the conflict detection and answer change coupling over a longer time window points to an interesting new application of the paradigm.

At the theoretical level, conflict detection (or a lowered feeling of rightness in the conceptualization of Thompson et al., 2011) is often conceived as a triggering mechanism that allows a reasoner to switch from System 1 intuiting to System 2 deliberation (e.g., De Neys, 2012; Pennycook et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2011). One consequence of engaging in deliberation is that people might revise their intuitively generated answer (Thompson et al., 2011). With respect to the stability of final responses, this suggests that conflict experienced at time 1 will make it more likely that the reasoner engages in deliberation at time 1, but also at time 2, two weeks later. Because deliberation increases the probability of answer change, it will be more likely that reasoners give a different final response at time 1 and time 2.

But interestingly, our findings not only concerned the final but also at the initial responses. By definition, in the initial response stage deliberation is minimized and, hence, answer change cannot be
driven by differential deliberation per se. So why does conflict detection predict initial answer stability? Our hypothesis was inspired by recent advances in dual process theorizing in which the intuitive reasoning performance is determined by the strength interplay of competing intuitions (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2020; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019; Pennycook et al., 2015). As we noted, these models postulate that the “logical” response that has traditionally been considered to be cued by System 2, can also be cued by System 1. Hence, it is assumed that when reasoners are faced with a traditional heuristics-and-biases task, System 1 will not only give rise to the traditionally postulated “heuristic” intuition, but also to a “logical” intuition (which is assumed to be based on automatically activated learned mathematical and probabilistic rules, e.g., De Neys, 2012). Whichever intuition is strongest will be selected as initial response. The more similar the strength of the competing intuitions, the more conflict will be experienced. If one intuition clearly dominates over the other, the dominant intuition will be generated with little or no experienced conflict. We reasoned that any accidental noise at different test sessions will be more likely to affect (revert) the strength ordering of competing intuitions that showed little differentiation to start with. Going back to our introductory analogy, the clearer your preference for one dessert over another, the more likely that you will make the same choice repeatedly. Hence, a highly dominant intuition (indexed by low conflict detection) will be more likely to remain dominant at re-test than a less dominant intuition (indexed by high conflict detection). Consequently, conflict detection will also predict answer stability of the intuitive response.

Obviously, this theoretical account remains speculative. The strength of competing intuitions is a hypothetical construct and was not directly measured. We also acknowledge that this construct can be defined in various ways (e.g., processing “fluency” or “speed”). At present, the specific processes underlying the relationship between logical and heuristic intuitions have not been specified, and we do recognise the need for their precise implementation.

It is worth noting that the current findings are also relevant for the discussion on Individual Differences in conflict detection. Previous studies have shown that, although most people might detect the conflict in their answers, not everyone does (e.g., Frey et al., 2018; Pennycook et al., 2015; Šrol & De Neys, 2021). The high response stability in our study and its relation to a low conflict detection, suggests that there are some participants who always remain biased and unaware of their errors. In other words, some reasoners consistently provide incorrect answers (i.e., they do not change their erroneous responses at time 2) and they have low or no conflict detection at time 1.

One may also note that the observed high stability of participants’ responses, both on the intra-trial level and between the separate test sessions, suggests that most participants respond on an intuitive basis even when they are given the time to deliberate. However, we would like to highlight that this does not imply that deliberation is never used or needed when it comes to sound reasoning. Although response change was rare in our study, there were still cases in which people engaged in deliberation to correct their intuitive answers (i.e., “01” cases). In addition, recent studies have suggested that deliberation might be helpful to provide explicit justifications for an intuitive insight (see Bago & De Neys, 2019a; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019).

It is clear that the approach we introduced here can be further developed and fine-tuned. For example, for practical reasons (e.g., attrition) the present study focused on a two week time window. This presents a dramatic departure from the millisecond intra-trial time-scale that two-response studies typically focus on to study answer change. But, obviously, one could further expand the timeline and test the predictability of answer stability at time points that are months or even years apart. Likewise, the present study has focused on heuristics-and-biases tasks only. The two-response paradigm has been used to explore answer change in different domains (e.g., moral reasoning, Bago & De Neys, 2019b;
Vega et al., 2021; or prosocial reasoning in economic settings, Bago et al., 2021). In theory, the present approach can be adopted to test the predictability of long-term answer change in all these fields.

To conclude, the present study showed that people’s responses to heuristics-and-biases tasks are highly stable. The rare cases in which answers are nevertheless changed seem to be driven by the detection of conflict between competing intuitions. We believe that the results point to the potential of the approach and hope that it can inspire new applications in the reasoning and decision-making fields.
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Supplementary Material

A. Accuracy Correlations

Table S1.

Pearson's product-moment correlation tests between the average accuracy of each individual at the conflict problems of session 1, and the accuracy of that individual at the conflict problems of session 2, separately for each reasoning task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response stage</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial response</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>11.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>10.76*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SYL</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>10.44*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>9.45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final response</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>18.41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>10.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SYL</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>12.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>11.29*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; SYL = Syllogisms; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies.
* p < .001.
B. Conflict Detection

As it can be seen in Figure S1 (note that negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity) participants detected the conflict of their answers both at the initial and the final response stages, both at session 1 (initial: $M = -7.0$, $SD = 8.6$; final: $M = -6.7$, $SD = 8.4$) and session 2 (initial: $M = -3.7$, $SD = 6.5$; final: $M = -3.6$, $SD = 6.2$). The overall individual conflict detection at session 1 was significantly correlated with that of session 2 at the initial responses ($r = 0.32$, $t(149) = 4.08$, $p < .001$), but not at the final responses ($r = 0.27$, $t(149) = 3.41$, $p < .001$).

![Figure S1](image_url)

**Figure S1.** Confidence difference rates (%) between the conflict trials and the correct no-conflict trials (i.e., $\text{Confidence}_{\text{conflict}} - \text{Confidence}_{\text{no-conflict,correct}}$), separately for each session, each response stage, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.
C. (Predictive) Conflict Detection on Incorrect Conflict trials

For completeness, in this section we re-ran the conflict detection and predictive conflict detection analyses by discarding the correct conflict trials when calculating conflict detection (i.e., conflict detection = Confidence\_conflict\_incorrect – Confidence\_no-conflict\_correct). Due to the exclusion of incorrect conflict trials, we could only focus on the “00” and “01” directions.

![Figure S2](image.png)

*Figure S2.* Confidence difference rates (%) between the incorrect conflict trials and the correct no-conflict trials, separately for each session, each response stage, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.
Figure S3. The mean confidence difference rate (%) according to the direction of change category (i.e., “01” trials represent the “change” category, “00” trials represent the “no change” category), separately for each session, each reasoning task and the composite measure across the four reasoning tasks. Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.
Figure S4. The (initial and final) conflict detection (i.e., $\text{Confidence_{conflict_incorrect}} - \text{Confidence_{no-conflict_correct}}$) grand means according to stability (stable; unstable). Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. Panel A shows the average initial conflict detection according to the stability of the final responses, Panel B shows the average initial conflict detection according to the initial responses’ stability, Panel C shows the average final conflict detection according to the final responses’ stability, and Panel D shows the average final conflict detection according to the initial responses’ stability, separately for each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CF = Conjunction Fallacies; SY = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.
Table S2.
Paired-samples t-tests between the mean conflict detection of the stable items and the mean conflict detection of the unstable items of each individual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD) stable</th>
<th>Mean (SD) unstable</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final stability</td>
<td>-5.6 (13.8)</td>
<td>-11.6 (22.4)</td>
<td>2.36*</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial stability</td>
<td>-3.8 (10.3)</td>
<td>-14.6 (25.9)</td>
<td>3.95***</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final stability</td>
<td>4.8 (14.8)</td>
<td>-6.5 (21.1)</td>
<td>3.88***</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial stability</td>
<td>3.7 (17.6)</td>
<td>-3.5 (19.5)</td>
<td>2.71**</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < .05$.
** $p < .01$.
*** $p < .001$. 
D. (Predictive) Confidence Values

![Graph showing confidence rates (%) at the conflict trials, separately for each session, each response stage, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.]

**Figure S5.** Confidence rates (%) at the conflict trials, separately for each session, each response stage, each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CONJ = Conjunction Fallacies; SYL = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.
Figure S6. The (initial and final) confidence grand means according to stability (stable; unstable). Panel A shows the average initial confidence according to the stability of the final responses, Panel B shows the average initial confidence according to the initial responses’ stability, Panel C shows the average final confidence according to the final responses’ stability, and Panel D shows the average final confidence according to the initial responses’ stability, separately for each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CF = Conjunction Fallacies; SY = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.
Table S3.
Paired-samples t-tests between the mean confidence of the stable items and the mean confidence of the unstable items of each individual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD) stable</th>
<th>Mean (SD) unstable</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial confidence</td>
<td>Final stability</td>
<td>76.6 (24.6)</td>
<td>65.1 (29.4)</td>
<td>4.47*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial stability</td>
<td>78.4 (22.3)</td>
<td>60.2 (31.1)</td>
<td>6.80*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final confidence</td>
<td>Final stability</td>
<td>87.1 (18.9)</td>
<td>69.1 (30.1)</td>
<td>6.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial stability</td>
<td>87.4 (18.1)</td>
<td>76.6 (24.8)</td>
<td>5.98*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .001.
E. Predictive Conflict Detection of Final Responses

**Final Detection and Final Stability.** By calculating the grand mean of conflict detection at the final responses, we found that there was a conflict detection effect for the items that had unstable final responses (M = −7.5, SD = 20.4), but a lack of conflict detection effect for the items with stable final responses (M = 2.3, SD = 12.8), as indicated by the positive confidence difference between conflict and no-conflict trials. As Figure S7A shows, this trend is observed in most individual reasoning tasks. To test the statistical significance of these results we compared participants’ composite (final) conflict detection index at their stable and at their unstable items. Evidently, we only included the subjects that had both stable and unstable items (N = 114). Any participants with solely stable items were discarded from this analysis (there were no participants with only unstable items). A paired-samples t-test revealed a significant difference in the final conflict detection indices between stable (M = 3.3, SD = 14.1) and unstable (M = −9.1, SD = 24.5) items; t(113) = 4.89, p <.001. As expected, the unstable items had a higher conflict detection compared to the stable ones. It is worth noting that participants with only stable items (N = 37), did not show a conflict detection effect (M = 3.6, SD = 6.4).

**Final Detection and Initial Stability.** By calculating the grand mean of conflict detection at the final response, we found that there was a conflict detection effect for the items that had unstable initial responses (M = −2.3, SD = 15.8), but no conflict detection effect for the items that had stable initial responses (M = 1.4, SD = 11.9). As Figure S7B shows, this trend is observed in most individual reasoning tasks. To test the statistical significance of these results we compared participants’ composite conflict detection index at their stable and at their unstable items. Again, we only included the subjects that had both stable and unstable items (N = 122). Any participants with solely stable items were discarded from this analysis (there were no participants with only unstable items). A paired-samples t-test revealed a significant difference in the conflict detection indices between stable (M = 3.5, SD = 10.9) and unstable (M = −3.2, SD = 18.6) items; t(121) = 4.09, p <.001. As expected, the unstable items had a higher conflict detection compared to the stable ones. Like in the above analysis, participants with only stable items (N = 29), did not show a conflict detection effect (M = 2.3, SD = 6.9).
Figure S7. The grand means of the final conflict detection index (i.e., $\text{Confidence}_{\text{conflict}} - \text{Confidence}_{\text{no-conflict,correct}}$) according to stability (stable; unstable). Negative values point to an overall successful conflict sensitivity. Panel A shows the average final conflict detection according to the stability of the final responses and Panel B shows the average final conflict detection according to the stability of the initial responses, separately for each reasoning task and for the composite mean across the four tasks. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean. BB = Bat-and-ball; BR = Base-rates; CF = Conjunction Fallacies; SY = Syllogisms; MEAN = the composite mean across the four tasks.